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In 2018 Durham University and the Mohamed Ali Foundation1 

launched a fellowship programme to encourage academic 
research in the archive of the last khedive of Egypt, Abbas Hilmi 
II (1874–1944), and to make the collection’s strengths more 
widely known to international researchers. 

The collection, which is deposited in Durham University Library’s 
Archives and Special Collections, provides a rich resource of 
material on political, social, economic and cultural affairs in 
Egypt in the late 19th and first half of the 20th centuries. It is 
hoped that this endowment by the Mohamed Ali Foundation will 
foster deeper understanding of an important period of Egyptian 
history and of a transformative era in East-West relations.
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absTracT

This paper explores the nature of Egyptian Sovereignty at the turn of the 
19th century. Challenging the narrative that sees the Egyptian state emerge 
after 1919, it traces its birth to increasingly assertive policies and reforms 
that began under Mehmet Ali and Ibrahim Pasha, which were stunted by the 
British but later picked up by Khedive Abbas Hilmi II. Asking what the limits 
and opportunities for governance were afforded within competing visions 
of Ottoman and British sovereignty, the author concentrates particularly on 
accounting and financial reform, military bureaucracy, and that of the awqāf; 
the key battlegrounds for Egyptian sovereignty between the 1870s and 1914 
when an earlier undertheorized epoch of decolonization began.

8 9

The fates of Khedive Abbas Hilmi II (1892-1914 r.) and the High Commissioner 
in Egypt Evelyn Baring (1883-1907 r.), known as Lord Cromer, were intricately 
intertwined at the turn of the twentieth century. Even though one was a 
sovereign monarch and the other a British bureaucrat, Lord Cromer was no 
less sovereign than the Khedive as Consul-General.

Cromer, however, did not recognize the Khedive’s sovereignty. He made sure 
never to address the Khedive privately as ‘Son Altessse’ but instead as “[m]
onseigneur” despite Edmund Allenby—the Sirdar—addressing him as ‘[y]
our Highness.” Herbert Kitchener, the Sirdar of Sudan, too switched at the 
height of the Fashoda crisis in 1898 to ‘Regent’ instead of recognizing him 
as a sovereign with the proper title “Son Altesse.”1 For the British “[o]ther 
analogies could be easily found,” where sovereigns did not style themselves as 
kings, “as that of England and Ireland before the Union” where the King called 
himself “Lord of Ireland.” In the grander scheme of things, whatever title was 
used, for the British “it was quite unimportant that” the British monarch called 
“himself not King, but lord of Ireland, just as the Khedive of Egypt appears to 
have called himself “souverain” or “lord” of the Soudan.”2 

Like two archnemeses, Cromer saw the danger in how the Khedive himself 
was holding frequent banquets and, “unlike his father, Abbas Pasha” styled 
himself with “royal titles – such as “Sovereign, auguste Maître”” when it didn’t 
involve Istanbul.3 But why the focus on this rivalry between these two figures? 
Untangling this fateful encounter, for one, promises to change not just our 
understanding of Egyptian history, but the different circuits that sovereignty 
flowed through; allowing us to approach decolonization differently as a 
process that started with the Khedive, Khedive Abbas Hilmi II that is. 

So precarious and pervasive was their relationship and power struggle between 
them that even after retirement each haunted the other and continued to 
slander one another. Back in London and in retirement by 1907, Cromer felt 
the need to publish a statement in the Times when the Khedive was dethroned 
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in 1914. He claimed that “if, as it appears to be the case, the Khedive has 
unwisely thrown in his lot with the Germans, his defection is probably of no 
great political importance.”4 

When it came to the Khedive, however, this was no veiled insult. His coterie saw 
that “the tactics of Lord Cromer assured that the new Khedive had no chances 
of success.”5 Rather surprisingly, this was the same picture Cromer painted 
of the Khedive. He claimed that “[t]he personal influence of his Highness in 
Egypt is at present slight.” Yet when Cromer postponed the reading of the 
Khedive’s investiture firman, the Ottoman envoy Gazi Mukhtar Pasha rebuked 
Abbas and urged him to curb British power.6 For that, and several other 
challenges between the two, Cromer thought that “Abbas Hilmi can no longer 
be its ruler.” Egyptian policy had to be sanctioned by Britain. 

Cromer’s next few words belied his thinking, “Egypt, as a result of the war, 
must be wholly and irrevocably be relieved of the pernicious mortmain of 
Turkish sovereignty.”7 While the Foreign Office communicated to Egypt that 
a protectorate was declared, and that the Khedive was no longer the ruler,8 

Cromer’s announcement on the same day on the eighth page of the Times 
carried the explanation: Ottoman sovereignty over Egypt was to be no more. 
With the declaration of a protectorate, and an end to Ottoman suzerainty, 
Abbas Hilmi II became Egypt’s last Khedive II on December 14th, 1914. Given 
that the Khedive was in secret negotiations over his looming dethronement, it 
is not unlikely that Cromer was looped in.9 

Nearly a month before, the Khedive was in Istanbul on official business. We 
know this from a vakf document that confirmed the evkaf he bequeathed to his 
family—from his palace, mausoleum and mosque at al-Muntaza in Alexandria, 
to his estates in Sharqiyya, Qalyūbiyya and Ismailia. 

The timing of this document, a month before his dethronement, is not the only 
peculiar thing. More curious still is the fact that it required an adjudicatory 
council be convened in order to issue it. It was almost as if the Khedive knew 
something was coming. Indeed, secret negotiations between the Khedive and 
Whitehall regarding his deposal centered round protection of his assets and 
property.10 As we shall see, endowments, and their regime of notarization, 
mediated different layers of sovereignty, especially when it came to Cromer’s 
attempt to control Khedival property.11 

On other occasions Cromer pursued his policy of curbing Khedival sovereignty 
to new heights. The anniversary of the Queen’s ascension turned into a regal 
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event overseen by Cromer. As he stood in full army dress, Cromer looked as 
though he were the sovereign and resident of Qasr ‘Abdīn. Flanked by British 
guards and with several units of British soldiers, he hoisted the Union Jack on 
the anniversary of the Queen’s ascension to God Save the Queen as the troops 
played the anthem.12 They then marched on and paraded the capital, making 
sure to pass along major thoroughfares and roads leading to the Citadel on 
their way back to their barracks in ‘Abbasiyya.13 

In contrast, when the Khedive was present at certain fortuitous events, such 
as Opera screenings, it was no surprise that he and Cromer clashed in subtle 
ways, mirroring the fight between Ottoman, Egyptian and British sovereignty 
in the Nile Valley. 

The Khedive’s memoirs confirm this. They point to how Cromer tried to one 
up him publicly. Cromer made sure that he toured his fiefdom while being 
received as if he were a ruler, attending Operas, going to the Sudan and 
attending army inspections while opening infrastructure projects to project 
British sovereignty.14 

 In 1901, and during his visit to the Sudan, the Khedive was received with much 
fanfare. He attended inspections, received the Ulema, merchants and traders 
of Sudan, much to Cromer’s objection.15 If the Khedive courted Azhar clerics 
and gave speeches in the presence of the Ulema, then Cromer would go and do 
the same at British institutions. Taking the opportunity to lay the foundation 
of Victoria College in 1906, Cromer spoke of British values of education which, 
he said, did not distinguish when it came to “race and creed”—so long, of 
course, that it was provided only to boys!16 

When the Khedive replaced the British soldiers at the Alexandria fort with 
Egyptian soldiers in 1892, Cromer protested.17 As a counter-measure to the 
change of garrison in Alexandria, Cromer dispatched imperial troops to 
Egypt and lobbied successfully for the removal of pro-Ottoman Ministers, 
such as the Egyptian-Armenian Foreign Minister Tigrane Pasha.18 To spite 
Cromer, the Khedive permitted Colonel ‘Urabi, who was in exile since the 
British Occupation in 1882,19 to return to Egypt. Both the Khedive and Cromer 
were thus antinomies to two competing visions of sovereignty: One tried to 
decolonize—the other tried to maintain British sovereignty over Egypt and 
usurp Ottoman suzerainty. It is this lens and political conceptualization of 
competing sovereignty that I am concerned with.



Sovereignty & Decolonization
Beyond this petty rivalry and 
bickering, lies a new history of 
sovereignty that is informed by a 
study of governmental technologies. 
By looking at the two quintessential 
institutions of sovereignty, the army 
and awqāf, through a different lens—
that of governmental accounting—a 
different narrative of sovereignty 
emerges.20 This is where Cromer 
comes in. An imperial bureaucrat 
who first came to Egypt as a 
Commissioner of an International 
Debt Commission, Cromer’s many 
moves against the Khedive belied his 
financial thinking. As a bureaucrat 
who rose through the ranks from 
Comptroller-General to Consul-
General, most of his techniques ruling 
Egypt had a financial aspect to them 
as a disciplinary technology of rule.21 
Indeed, the occupation’s own claim 
to rule was its ability to alleviate 
material conditions for the peasants 
of Egypt through sound financial 
reform and agricultural innovation.22 
The Khedive’s attempt to wrestle 
these institutions of government, and 
claim them as his own, thus offers us 
a window into this bedeviled fight 
for sovereignty and against these 
financial disciplinary techniques of 
rule. 

Initially, Abbas Hilmi II’s activism set 
a curious precedent and example for 
others to follow in the Royal Family. 
As late as 1932, he was actively 
maintaining his reputation in London 
by suing those who slandered him in 
the press. In 1932 he sued the famed 

publisher Macmillan. Macmillan was, 
coincidentally, also the publisher 
of Cromer’s books. He sued them 
for the inclusion of the ‘Egyptian 
problem’, rather than presumably 
the Egyptian question, in one of its 
publications.23 Other members of the 
royal family led similar protests at 
key moments—such as during 1922 
when several princes objected over 
Egypt’s conditional independence. 
Meanwhile some, such as Prince 
Muhammad Ali Tawfiq, refused to 
take the thrown after the Khedive was 
removed. Indeed, even Husayn Kamil 
initially refused the throne, and only 
accepted it begrudgingly when it was 
rumored that the British would offer 
the throne to the Agha Khan.24 

But as the British presence in Egypt 
dragged on, and the Khedive’s legacy 
was undone, the pendulum swung 
in the other way. Later monarchs 
learned an important lesson and toed 
the British line, respecting British 
sovereignty and lending credence 
to the picture that Marxist and 
nationalist republican historians 
drew of an impressionable Egyptian 
monarch that was subservient to 
British suzerainty.25 For this reason, 
Khedive Abbas Hilmi II’s rule 
becomes a fault line, one that set 
Egypt’s turbulent and troublesome 
path towards decolonization for the 
next half century to come until his 
dethronement in 1914. 

As for the nature of the Khedive’s 
reforms—be they Ottoman, secular 
or Western—these set of questions 

require a similar inquiry but into the 
machinery of his favorite bureau: the 
awqāf.26 

As an eternal pious endowment, the 
waqf is a fascinating technology that 
allows us to see the nature of Ottoman 
sovereignty and its adherence to pre-
modern ethos of rule. Little vestiges 
of these endowments remained as 
Egypt racked on debt after debt in 
the 1860s. When Khedive Ismail 
transferred his household land as a 
security to secure a loan from the 
Rothschilds—creating the State 
Domanial Authority in 1876—Abbas 
Hilmi II sought to undo this by buying 
back the land and endowing it anew 

through Diwān ‘Umūm al-Awqāf.27 With extant reports from this bureau, a 
different picture emerges rather than the Ministerial reports used to write a 
history of endowments as a form of patronage or policy.28 

Abbas Hilmi II was thus undoing the accumulation of land by foreigners, and 
helping repay Egypt’s debt by buying back the property that was seized as 
credit, the opposite of what is assumed in Egyptian historiography.29 In this 
way, the seizure—and return— of waqf property marks important, in fact 
essential, fault-lines in the understanding of Egyptian sovereignty and its 
history. Taken further, it is also an important facet of the Khedive’s ability to 
maintain his monarchical household’s power and tool to rule in the name of 
the people. 

So important was this technology, that the office of Director of the Endowments, 
Nasīr Diwān ‘Umūm Al-Awqāf, became a coveted position that displayed the 
Khedive’s direct involvement in the government of Egyptians’ daily lives. The 
Khedive put in its place his personal secretary as director, trusting no one else 
other than Ahmed Shafiq Bāshā. 

As Ahmed Shafiq Bāshā wrote to the Khedive, the latter received daily day 
dispatches about his estates and endowments, including the Aegean Island 
of Thasos/Taşoş that was gifted to his grandfather by the Sultan in 1813. He 
took care to enquire about minute details, such as the performance of the local 
judge, the year’s harvest, prevalence of the cotton worm and allegations of 
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corruption against judges in 1902 
on Taşoş, treating it as part of his 
estate and its subjects as his.30 
Indeed, well after his exile, the 
Khedive continued to take care of 
his grandfather’s endowed property 
in the Aegean, sending requests for 
it to be repaired, reporting on its 
state, its lack of funds and asking 
the Sultan to maintain his imare 
hayriye—the soup kitchen.31 

 Continuing my focus on accounting 
and finance, I also look at how the 
Khedive tried to decolonize the 
army’s finances. However, this link 
between the army and endowments 
is not as far-apart as may appear. 
For as we shall see, it was through 
the same accountants and financial 
experts that the British were able to 
control the army and endowments 
through peculiar and incisive 
audits.

By looking at these two 
apparatuses, the accounting of 
the army and of the awqāf, I ask 
important and new questions in the 
field of Middle East History: What 
did these bureaucratic reforms 
do and what was their impact on 
decolonization overall? Did Abbas 
Hilmi II challenge British might 
in these reforms, as he did in 
instances such as Fashoda in 1898, 
or did he—unwittingly—invite 
more intervention after these 
uncalculated gambits as Cromer 
and other Egyptian nationalists 
insinuated?32 

Phrased otherwise, how can we evaluate the efficacy of these different reforms 
and resistance to the British? If indeed parts of the machinery of government 
were in his hands, then he could resist British justification for the occupation 
by offering a Sharī‘a-informed reforms as opposed to British and Western 
systems of governance—“the steady jog-trot” towards civilization that Cromer 
referred to and which was shared by Egyptian nationalists.33 

While largely beyond the scope of this paper, these questions all point 
towards one centrifugal question in the literature which I explore through 
the accounting of army finance and waqf endowments: decolonization against 
British sovereignty.

Fashoda
According to a secret pamphlet by the Khedive’s former private secretary 
Youssef Siddiq,34 the Khedive organized the mission of Jean-Baptiste 
Marchand in Fashoda, the South of Sudan, where the British and French 
armies would confront one another. Siddiq claimed that the idea originated 
with French statesmen and orientalist M. Gabriel Hanotaux who passed it on 
to the Khedive.35 Reading this pamphlet, one sees the merits of Roger Owen’s 
claim that, “what now came to be called the ‘Frontier Incident’ marked the end 
of the Khedive’s role as the public leader of the opposition to the British.”36 
But Cromer was equally affected by Fashoda as was the Khedive. For such 
a prolific writer, Cromer’s voluminous study Modern Egypt has one glaring 
omission: that of the Fashoda Incident in 1898. Not only is it omitted, but 
along with it comes the following statement:

I have purposely omitted any account of what is known as the “Fashoda 
incident” from this work. I should be most unwilling to do anything which 
might contribute to revive public interest in an affair which is now, happily 
for all concerned, well-nigh forgotten. The word “Fashoda” has been erased 
from the map. The place is now called by its Shillouk name of Kodok.37 

Cromer wanted to erase all aspects of that incident for good reason. Most 
Egyptians were captivated by the events and news of Fashoda. Some northern 
governorates even rebelled.38 The local press¬ and the Khedive’s men were 
following the Sirdar Herbert Kitchener’s campaign in Sudan closely.39 As 
Wilson Jacob has shown, children’s books were printed about the campaign 
and the reconquest of the Sudan became a household topic for discussion in 
the British Empire.40 

 The Egyptian press too published short telegrams and long articles detailing 
the movements of Kitchener and that of his French nemesis: Jean-Baptiste 
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Marchand who was already at Fashoda 
as the latter followed his trail and 
encamped opposite his garrison.41 
These articles immediately connected 
this confrontation not only to the 
precarious status of Sudan since 
the Mahdi revolt, but the removal 
of Egyptian officers serving in the 
Sudan. Novels written in 1898 also 
spoke of how conscription summons 
were issued for Egyptian soldiers for 
the Sudan campaign.42 The country 
was gripped by the Fashoda incident 
as both the British and French army 
enclosed and encamped around one 
another. 

The press further pointed that, if it 
were true that Kitchener avoided 
taking British officers with him, then 
it would have been a sly move on the 
part of the British who—now that 
the French were in Africa—reverted 
to the claim that this was Egyptian 
territory ruled by Egyptian officers; 
ignoring their attempts at employing 
Yemeni, Somali and Indian soldiers 
prior.43 

But this was mere window-dressing. 
Translations of European newspaper 
articles in the Egyptian press also 
revisited how the bitter evacuation 
of Egyptian bureaucrats from Sudan 
after the Mahdi revolt. Perhaps 
now the evacuation of Egyptian 
bureaucrats could possibly be 
reversed. Perhaps the most important 
of these claims was the argument 
made by Al-Mū‘ayyad: while the 
French and British were engrossed 
over who arrived first to hoist their 

flag at Fashoda—be it the French 
tricolor or the Khedival and British 
flags—what really mattered was 
the Egyptian flag of the Ottoman 
Empire—rayyāt Misr al-‘uthmāniyya—
had not been hoisted.44 Ottoman 
sovereignty was therefore already 
being circumscribed well before the 
declaration of a protectorate in 1914, 
showing how Fashoda inaugurated a 
new sovereign order.

I am not arguing that Ottoman 
sovereignty should only be seen as a 
bulwark against British sovereignty. 
Other examples of border clashes 
point to a tendentious relationship 
between Egyptians and Ottomans. 
One instance, for example, of equally 
important significance, where 
Ottoman sovereignty operated as a 
limit to Egyptian power, concerns 
the Egyptian Army’s reaction to the 
border incursions by the Ottomans 
on the Western border in Sidī Barānī 
in 1907.45 

Contradictions of Ottoman 
Sovereignty
In a long panegyric appeal written 
to the Khedive in 1907, Mulāzim 
Thānī Abdel Lattif Shukrī detailed 
how Ottoman soldiers crossed the 
Ottoman-Egyptian border and 
collected from Tripoli tribesmen 
one hundred and fifty pounds. Later, 
the captain discovered these were 
allegedly overdue taxes for Tripoli. 
As Shukrī commenced his duties, 
“bādart bi-wajibātī,” he gathered his 
victuals and was hot on the chase of 
the Ottoman soldiers as they slipped 

back into their territory. While he followed them and observed them at night, 
he continued to gather intelligence—ascertaining if this was a one-off incident 
or if there was more to it. As the tribesmen spotted him and his company, 
they attacked him and a firefight ensued. He lost all his soldiers while firing at 
some tribesmen and Ottomans who responded to the scene. Alone and alive, 
he rather mysteriously withdrew using his own devices. It was at that point in 
the letter that the story ended and his plea began. 

Shukrī openly begged the Khedive for mercy, asking what his ruling was, and 
if he had done the right thing by writing to him so that he had the facts: “fā 
mā-hukmukum yā mawlāy?” Fearing he’d be court marshalled for losing his 
soldiers, or worse deserting,46 he beseeched the Khedive: “anā bayn nārīn nār 
al-qabba wa-al-nasb wa-nār ‘adam al-tā‘a.” He did not want to lie about what 
happened, unlike his superiors who wanted him to paint the Ottomans in a 
disparaging light. Instead, he emphasized that they were merely collecting 
taxes from the nomadic tribes. Yet he risked insubordination for writing to the 
Khedive and giving a clear outline of what happened; namely that they merely 
protecting their claims to sovereignty and levying taxes in an un-demarcated 
Western border.47 

Though border clashes are a regular facet of history, the question begs itself: 
were clashes between the Egyptians and the British in Sudan and the standoff 
in Fashoda similar to that between Ottoman forces and Egyptians in Wāhat 
Aqaba and Taba in 1906 and Sidī Barānī (al-bamba) in 1907?48 Matthew Ellis 
has shown that Ottomans, and Ottoman-Egyptians, struggled to make sense 
of these border clashes, which occurred less than a year after the Khedive’s 
visit to Siwa, due to the borderland nature of the Western border. 

One can observe this overlapping form of sovereignty affectively from 
Shukrī’s letter, who took great pains to explain the turn of events without 
blaming Ottoman troops. He could have easily used them as a scapegoat, 
making use of Egypt’s complicated legal and sovereign position between 
Britain and the Ottoman Empire. Out of a particular sense of allegiance and 
military respectability, he opted for telling the Khedive the whole story and 
giving a different side—showing us the tumultuous and complicated nature of 
Ottoman sovereignty in 1906. 

When it came to Fashoda, however, things were more black and white. The 
frontier incident represented a watershed moment in the memory of both the 
Khedive and Cromer because of the high stakes and the involvement of the 
great powers both in Cairo and in Sub-Saharan Africa.49 So high were these 
stakes that Cromer wished to wipe the memory of the incident entirely from 
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remarks by the Khedive, Kitchener 
submitted his resignation along 
with the battalion of British officers 
due to the alleged sustained insult 
to their honor.58 

Why would “disparaging” remarks 
by the Khedive at Wādī Hilfa in 1894, 
or those pertaining to disorderly 
column formation in drills, at 
midān al-rasd in al-‘Abāssiya, elicit 
the following instructions from the 
Foreign Secretary to Cromer: 

You will tell the Khedive 
that I regard this as very 
serious. It appears to have 
become a deliberate practice 
with His Highness to insult 
British Officers. Her Majesty’s 
Government cannot allow this. 
Even if they were to do so, the 
British nation would not…In the 
event of his refusing to give just 
satisfaction, stringent measures 
must be considered, which will 
have the effect of placing the 
Egyptian army more directly 
under the control of the British 
Government, and will afford 
protection to British officers 
from injurious treatment.59 

With the Khedive letting 
subsequent inspections mostly be 
attended by his Sirdar, one could 
see that there was a limit being 
drawn to his sovereign powers.60 
These limits and sensitivities 
resonate today with the Egyptian 
Army.61 Decoding these incidents, 
their peculiar timing and rules 
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the historical record. Cromer wanted to do so for good reason. The Fashoda 
Incident offered Egyptians another power—besides the Ottomans—to turn to. 
Fashoda was thus about more than French posturing to protect the Ottoman 
Empire and Egypt, it was an opportunity to break a common European stance. 
Despite the Berlin Conference of 1884, France and Britain butt heads over 
territory south of Sudan.50 The French claimed to support the Sultan’s and 
Khedive’s rights over parts of the Upper Nile territories were being violated.51 
France thus saw through Britain’s ventriloquist act of protecting Khedival 
territory and offered some legibility to Egyptian aspirations for decolonization. 
Britain countered that it was there to do the same. Yet in the midst of these 
tense deliberations, as Kitchener celebrated hoisting the Egyptian standard,52 

the Ottoman standard was nowhere to be seen.

Like Cromer, the Khedive wanted to have the last word as well. After writing 
a short declaration to the Manchester Guardian in 1929, he published a small 
booklet the following year with his opinion on the proposed articles of the 
Anglo-Egyptian treaty of friendship.53 

Not surprisingly, he started with Sudan and the failed compromise of the 1899 
Anglo-Egyptian Condominium Agreement. He did so to counter Cromer’s 
earlier remarks in the Times that the Egyptian Government had allowed for 
Sudanese soldiers to be recruited by the Germans, one of the alibis used 
to remove the Khedive.54 Instead, he showed that the 1899 condominium 
agreement involved the conquest of Sudan by Britain and that Egypt was 
dragged along forcibly. 

According to the Khedive, Fashoda was the last chance to get France involved 
and for it to rally to Egypt’s cause for independence. “[S]eeing them walk 
away,” remarked the Khedive in his diary, “I felt that last international chance 
escaped Egypt. Triumphant, England had won the game.”55 The little games 
that Cromer played belied what the Khedive spoke of. The harassment of 
British Officers, calling on those who did not salute him, those who were not 
properly dressed in military attire compared to the Khedive who always wore 
his at official functions, may have seemed petty. But it was about attacking and 
curtailing British limits to largely symbolic and decorative forms of Egyptian 
sovereignty.56 

Army Politics: The Nineteenth-Century ‘Free Officers’ 
Such a troubled relationship over the army and attempts to decolonize it, 
meaning rid it of British officers, stuck well after Fashoda through a series 
of verbal insults, “mu‘ākasāt”—as contemporary Egyptian chroniclers called 
them.57 They seemed to have the desired effect. After a series of disparaging 
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allows to create a broad sketch of the Khedivate’s attempts to decolonize in 
the twentieth century and, more broadly today vis-a-vis the Egyptian Army’s 
position in politics. Perhaps because the Khedive kept in touch with army 
officers deployed in the Sudan, the British wanted to make sure that the army 
could not be controlled by him—lest it revolt against the British. 

Indeed, there was valid reason to believe the Khedive was attempting to rile 
up officers against the British. He regularly received letters from officers 
who complained of the way they were treated.62 An anonymous eighteen-
page nineteenth-century memorandum sent on behalf “ahrār dhubāt wa-saf 
dhubāt al-jaysh al-Misrī” complained of “masā’ib al-ihtilāl” starting in 1882. It 
highlighted that promotion of rank became impossible for Egyptian officers 
and that their future was dark. While British officers accelerated in their 
promotion their Egyptian counterparts lagged behind, were court-martialed 
or sent into retirement and whipped for alleged insubordination—making 
Egyptian soldiers into cooks, workers and monkeys.63 These methods of 
control were engineered by none other than Cromer, and he made sure that his 
caste system preferring British officers was supported by a financial arsenal. 
Documents uncovered at the Abbas Hilmi II archive point to a battle waged at 
the level of numbers and budget of the army.

Extant accounting records document a curious relationship between the 
British financial advisor, the Ministry of Finance and—what has been hitherto 
been ignored—the Ministry of Finance’s accounting organization in charge 
of balancing the budget: Diwān ‘umūm al-Muhāsaba.64 With letters asking 
for increased spending for the Khedival yacht, Mahrūsā, and the Khedival 
list, these documents become far more than accounting records, but instead 
records of sovereignty. Requests from the Khedival Court, Diwān al-Ma‘iyya 
al-saniyya, for unapproved spending beyond the budget had to be forwarded 
to the accountant general Rā’is Idārat ‘Umūm al-Muhāsaba, showing us a third 
dimension to what has ordinarily been a double-engine narrative of Egyptian 
history between the Caisse de la Dette Publique and Egypt’s rulers.65

  
To be sure, the Khedive could still use his allotted 100,000 L.E to swallow 
up any unscrupulous expenditure. When the Khedive wished to bestow gifts 
upon certain mosque imāms and adhān reciters, the accountant-general, 
George Talamas, decided to ‘hire’ them as part of the Khedival Court for 
their qualifications ‘darajāt ‘ilmiyya’.66 For more pressing matters such as 
maintenance for the Royal Yacht, the Caisse de la Dette Publique, along with the 
financial advisor Elden Gorst, required a breakdown of the number of second 
engineers to be engaged in order to approve it along with their annotation of 
the letter.67

In other words, these records are important not merely for their numbers, 
balanced ledgers, and the claims they prove over property and the accounts—
but their correspondence they generated. 

The accountant-general often initiated the correspondence to the budgetary 
department at the Ministry of Finance. At the Ministry, British officials sought 
the relevant approvals and different signatures approbating the request until 
it found it in the budget. Only with Elden Gorst, the British Financial Advisor, 
did the accountant-general approve over-spending for Khedival Court. He 
could not, however, approve moving the remaining funds in the Khedive’s list 
to the next year because these items, tashrifāt wa-mahiyyat khidwīyya had their 
own budgets next year. In effect, he was stopping the Khedive from having his 
own reserve fund, clawing back his resources.68 

Though this request for moving funds spurred an explanatory memorandum 
showing that the overage was due to the board of these officers on board 
the yacht while in Europe and London, the paper trail created is far more 
informative. With miscellaneous receipts for newspaper subscriptions in 1901 
(81 L.E!); telegraphs (156 L.E.!) and more, one gets a view of the Khedival 
court. For example, in a year when the budget had a surplus of 64,000 L.E,69 

despite the low inundation of the Nile and lower taxes, the Khedive’s requests 
were still being challenged and all surplus went to the reserve fund.70 While 
the government budget could be used to create a fund, the Khedive’s own list 
could not, pointing to a battle over every un-expensed penny. 

Claims to economism—the occupation’s ability to bring material prosperity, 
fiscal reform and balanced budgets to Egypt—thus need to be evaluated 
afresh. Though Cromer claimed that “[s]tate expenditure has been carefully 
controlled and has been adapted to the financial resources of the two 
countries [Sudan and Egypt],”71 one sees a different picture through the 
documents. Using these documents, and draft budgets proposing different 
levels of budgetary surplus,72 allows us to see how Egypt’s surplus was being 
withheld in a reserve fund, and used to amortize debt, versus being used to 
alleviate Egypt’s material prosperity.73 In other words, these accounts show 
us how Cromer maintained control through these governmental and financial 
techniques that were designed to limit Egyptian sovereignty, strangulating 
the Egyptian army in Fashoda.74 

Funding the Sudan Campaign
When it came to the Frontier Question and the Sudan question, it would 
matter greatly if Egypt had to cut expenditure to meet its obligations, or if 
it was being forced to do so as a British precaution. The former meant that 



Egypt did not have enough to 
meet its obligations within reason, 
meaning it could not take out yet 
another loan to meet them and be 
expected to repay it. But if it were 
experiencing a deficit artificially, 
owing to accounting or legal 
obligations, forced requisitions 
or new expenditure, then British 
claims to occupy Egypt would seem 
to fizzle out like hot air. 

For the year 1901 for example, 
where the total budget had a 
surplus of 64,000 L.E. deposited to 
the reserve fund, the Sudan budget 
experienced a deficit. This was due 
to increased military expenditure 
amounting to 222,634 L.E. which 
far exceeded civilian expenditure 
of 194,545 L.E. and resulted in a 
recurring deficit in Sudan.75 

But the more one looked, the 
stranger things got. In 1890, at the 
height of the campaign to regain 
the Sudan from the Mahdi, the 
budget was increased owing to the 
recommissioning of an extra 199 
officers, bringing the sum total of 
deployed soldiers to 587 officers, 
13300 soldiers, 10 civil servants and 
1,250 females. Such an observation 
would match the increased arrears 
in the 1901 budget. Yet in 1890, 
the War Ministry’s budget had 
a surplus of 3,019 L.E. To make 
matters more complicated, the 
War Ministry’s own budget of 1889 
was more than that of 1890 by 
approximately 3,706 L.E. Through 
myriad austerity measures, such 

as decreasing rations but increasing overall expenditure on the soldiers, War 
Minister Moustafa Fahmy somehow managed to remain fiscally disciplined as 
his soldiers fought in Sudan.76 Where did this money come from and why was 
the War Ministry’s budget shrinking at the height of a campaign?77 

The War Ministry’s Budget
Ever since the Sudan campaign, the British ensured that the budget of the 
campaign and all of Sudan beyond the purview of Egyptian scrutiny. It was 
only subject to the approval of the Financial Advisor. To be sure funds were 
available for expenditure but there were additional considerations for their 
expenditure. One telegram sent from Khartoum outlines this technique of 
using finance as a way to discipline Egyptian-Sudanese subjects:

governmental assistance…[was] justifiable… but…the political 
considerations in this instance would be too dearly bought at the sacrifice 
of the economical ones more especially in view of this present financial 
situation and tightness of money.78 

The question wasn’t if there was money and if it made sense to spend it, rather 
than save it. It had to do with the prospects and expectations that available 
funds would create: If “merchants or banks tasted the sweets of government 
loans on guarantee they would in future be perpetually expecting them.”79 In 
this way, surplus funds were transferred over to the reserve fund to discipline 
Egyptian-Sudanese subjects. More egregious still was the fact that “the 
General Reserve Fund”—charged with repaying European bondholders’ of 
Egyptian debt—“[was] being employed to defray the expenses of the Soudan 
campaign.”80 

Initially, the reinforcements sent to Fashoda were funded by a sinking fund that 
was designed to repay Egypt’s colonial debt. Though these funds were supposed 
to repay Egypt’s debt out of the surplus it was generating, many objected that 
this was an additional levy on Egypt’s fellahin—resulting in a lawsuit.

But there was more to this lawsuit. According to the British, the lawsuit 
was “practically instituted by the French Government, for the purpose of 
preventing payment.”81 Not only did the Commissioners from the State 
Domanial Authority sue, M. Bouteron, but so too did the French and Russian 
Commissioners of the Caisse de la Dette Publique—members of the International 
Debt Commission governing Egypt since 1876.82 The lawsuit, which was won 
in the first instance and confirmed upon appeal, directed the government to 
repay half a million pounds—the levy for the Sudan campaign—to the special 
reserve fund.83 
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“...the more 
one looked, 

the stranger 

things got...”



Only after the lawsuit, did the British 
then offer up 500,000 Egyptian 
pounds for the expedition while the 
Egyptians financed it in kind.84 What 
the British hoped to do was not only 
saddle Egypt with debt, but use its 
surplus to fund the reconquest of 
the Sudan—in effect prolonging 
the repayment of their debt. Their 
argument that the Caisse de la Dette 
Publique “acted together as the 
Sovereign Power,”85 and was thus 
beyond judicial review, may have 
been rejected by the court de jure but 
it was the de facto law of the land.

As a response, the Egyptian 
government issued a decree one 
year after Fashoda immunizing its 
decisions in Sudan from judicial 
scrutiny in 1889.86 Yet this decree 
itself was the subject of a long-drawn 
out lawsuit that involved the War and 
Finance Ministries. These ministries 
were challenging Egyptian army 
officers in Egypt who were suing for 
not being promoted and having their 
pay withheld. 

For some reason, the courts saw their 
claims as valid and ignored the decree 
immunizing governmental decisions 
from review. As the court made 
clear in subsequent judgments, the 
interpretation of the Caisse de la Dette 
Publique of what counts as payment 
to retirees was self-interested. It 
was designed to withhold pay to 
those entitled to payment by making 
the application time for a pension 
limited—especially for those who 
were prisoners in Sudan during the 

Mahdi Revolt. After Fashoda, these 
officers were effectively challenging 
the authority of Charles Gordon 
Pasha as Governor-General of Sudan, 
who was promoting British officers 
while demoting and withholding pay 
from Egyptian officers.87 

The Appellate Court of Al-Mahākim 
al-Ahliyya, much to the Finance 
and War Ministries’ surprise, sided 
with the disgruntled Egyptian Army 
Officer on May 28, 1901. It ruled in 
the name of the Khedive Abbas Hilmi 
II and granted the officer his rank 
of Binbāshī and the withheld pay 
difference. Though a formality, the 
ruling in the name of the Khedive was 
more pronounced in this decision. 
The British-backed and controlled 
Finance and War Ministries were 
defeated by the army officer whom, 
behind the scenes, one could see the 
Khedive supporting in the shadow of 
the 1898 Fashoda incident.

These accounting and legal details 
thus point to how Egypt could have 
otherwise finished repaying its 
debt. After the lawsuit was won, 
“the money was immediately paid 
by the Egyptian Government, and 
subsequently repaid by Her Majesty’s 
Government,” though nationalist 
Egyptian Member of Parliament 
Abdel Rahman al-Raf‘ī Bey later 
claimed in 1924 that no repayment 
was ever made.88 All in all, Cromer 
remarked, “[t]his gave a heavy blow 
to French influence.”89 
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Through these accounting tricks the British funded their campaign in Sudan 
and—more curiously—the station at Fashoda where Kitchener had encamped 
against French forces led by Marchand.90 A contorted and roundabout scheme 
was hatched, one that showed how different wheels of sovereignty in Egypt 
and Sudan turned: Egyptians financed British officers to recruit Egyptian 
and Sudanese soldiers. These soldiers, in turn, were stationed at Sudan and 
Fashoda and were fighting the Mahdist rebels they had once ruled over. To 
the Egyptians, the British claimed it was part-British. But during Fashoda, the 
British claimed to the French that the Sudan was entirely Egyptian. 

By looking at this incident as an episode in a long-drawn out battle for 
sovereignty, we understand that this ventriloquizing of rule was a consorted 
technique of colonialism: Title to territory could be native, in this case 
Egyptian, but financial sovereign control was British—just as the British 
claimed the decisions of the Caisse de la Dette Publique were sovereign.

If, however, finances were how the British tightened their noose around 
Egyptians since 1876, and certainly after 1882, then were they able to make 
those same inroads elsewhere? Could they influence certain apparatuses 
where Ottomans had a robust tradition of rule, such as awqāf and its legal 
system? As symbols of Ottoman sovereignty, awqāf provide an excellent way 
for us to understand post-occupation Egyptian sovereignty. 

Waqf
Though the Sublime Porte refused to grant Egypt eyalet-i mümtaze status in 
1810,91 the 1841 settlement of the Levant Question granted it some measure 
of autonomy. After Egypt’s ties to the Ottoman Empire were forcibly severed 
what mode of rule would it adopt? Was Egypt better off—for example—without 
a head Qadī appointed from Istanbul now that it was not part of the Sublime 
Porte,92 or was its use of waqf-based rule another way to maintain a form of 
Shar‘ī rule in the face of British-led reform?93 

If we adopt a binary opposition that sees the Monarchy in Egypt, as either pro 
or against independence, then we see this as part of a natural step towards 
the autonomy of the judiciary system whose head now was appointed by the 
Egyptian Sultan; albeit at the behest of the British. But if we break this binary 
and use the lens of decolonization, we see that it mattered little if the head 
judge was Ottoman or Egyptian, what mattered was the substance of the law—
which after 1914 meant that the British Judicial Advisor’s decrees were passed 
by the Prime Minister instead of the Khedive.



Before 1914, however, things were not yet fully in the control of the British. 
Ruling through these Ottoman motifs and Muslim institutions certainly gave 
the Khedive a semblance of native rule and allowed him to shore up resistance 
to British-led rule. Indeed, his detractors were quick to point out that the 
Khedive went to Istanbul after he ascended the throne, something that Tewfiq 
had not done—at all.94 Drawing on some form of Ottoman sovereignty, one 
could say, was a concerted tactic of the Khedive.

After the occupation by two years, the British made sure to distance themselves 
from the Waqf Ministry and converted it into a diwān; a bureau. But even 
though the bureau was beyond their reach, the British tried to control it by 
attaching to it their own auditor. They hoped that they could use it as a line of 
credit and dip their hands into the cookie jar if so to speak.95 

Under the Khedive, one last attempt would be made to turning it back into a 
Ministry. As late as 1912, attempts by Shaykh Muhammad ‘Uthmān to convert 
it into a Ministry again were underway but were forestalled by the British.96 It 
would only become successful in 1913. British sovereign might thus placed a 
firm limit on Egypt’s ability to draw on Ottoman leitmotifs of rule that signaled 
a countervailing form of sovereignty.

Indeed, the document I referred to at the beginning allows us to trace these 
different vicissitudes of sovereignty. Why would the Khedive decide to convene 
a council when he was in Beykoz in Istanbul to address questions of property 
back in Egypt? More importantly, why would he seek out the Ottoman kadı 
of Beykoz to notarize it? It is my contention that the problems regarding 
who usurped the Khedive’s endowments, and his decision to confirm these 
endowments anew in Ottoman, while convoking a meclis şeriet in Istanbul, 
points to a different layer of sovereignty and power at play. 

Sensing that there was trouble back home around November of 1914, especially 
over the recalcitrant intendant of these evkaf Muhammad al-Buraynī, he 
proceeded to list all his endowments and confirm them for his kin anew. In 
effect, he was seizing the opportunity to confirm them jurisprudentially as 
vakf-i sahih according to the jurisprudence of Shaybanī and Abu Yusīf lest his 
property be seized in future.97 Looking back retrospectively, one gets a sense 
that the Khedive knew about British plans to remove him. With only one 
month left until he was removed, the Khedive was racing to get the papers for 
his family’s property. 

But this begs the question: what kind of protection would a calligraphic vakf 
deed written in divan-i script, bearing the signatures of the Khedive’s Court 
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and a mysterious one ‘Uthmān Nurī, provide? Who was this individual and how 
could a Khedive abroad convoke a meclis-i şeriet absent of the major jurists? 
These questions and details point to a different phenomenon wherein a paper 
trail of different stamps, signatures and ink doubles as a mirror into the 
different wheels of power and sovereignty that the document turned through. 

The legal battle to sequester property 
As one document, this endowment deed was part of a long palimpsest of 
correspondence that had Ottoman, Dutch and Egyptian traces of sovereignty 
after hostilities broke out. The Dutch transmitted it to the Sublime Porte 
seeing as hostilities had broken out between the British and the Ottomans. 
The Egyptians, in turn, forwarded the British request to the Dutch for proof 
of this property in comply with British wartime arrangements against enemy 
sequestered property whose annual profit amounted to 2,086,149 L.E. in 1919.98 
 
The Ottomans, on the other hand, sought to show that it was part of Ottoman 
law and sovereignty to avoid its sequestration. That is why the Khedive sought 
to get the opinion of şeyhülislam and to issue a document from the fetvahane 
as an i‘lān shar‘ī along with the signatures of bab-ı fetvahane âli ilamat-i şeriye 
intendant Muhammad Fethüllah.99 

When the British moved to seize all the goods of the Khedive, they knew they 
would encounter opposition. Indeed, telegrams exchanged by the Khedive, the 
Sublime Porte and the British after the Treaty of Lausanne argued that the 
treaty released the Allied Powers and the Axis from any claims of sequestered 
property according to article 58. 

But the Khedive retorted that, strictly speaking when his estate was seized, it 
did not belong to him; rather he was a benefactor. Such details were confirmed 
as an endowment in 1914—before the treaty of Lausanne. They were cabled to 
the negotiating parties fifteen days before the treaty was signed and embedded 
in the discussion—as the minutes of the treaty sessions show.100 This, however, 
didn’t stop the British who proceeded to liquidate his property.

Knowing the Khedive would likely sue, the British found a way to strangulate 
attempts at litigation. They enshrined the sequestration of the Khedive’s 
property in article 168 of the 1923 Egyptian constitution.101 According to the 
British, the properties of the Khedive would be determined by a British-backed 
constitution that allegedly was the product of the 1919 revolution. Ruled by 
exception rather than the letter of the law, the constitutional provision was 
forced on the Egyptian committee drafting the constitution and after offering 
a paltry indemnity.102 



The Khedive, on the other hand, 
argued that his plea filed on May 13th 
1926 with the Turco-Anglais Tribunal 
should not have been rejected. As an 
Ottoman subject he had standing to 
sue. The British argued that Egypt’s 
nationality law defined him as such 
and this was an Egyptian matter that 
they had jurisdiction. Will Hanley’s 
argument, that the nascent category 
and technology of nationality 
Ottoman forms of sovereignty, would 
seem to apply here.

Yet there was more to the question 
of nationality than what the British 
represented based on the 1926 
nationality law. British arguments 
centered on the Khedive as an 
indigenous Egyptian ignored that 
hitherto Egypt’s nationality law of 
1926103 —which retroactively applied 
its definition back to 1914—all 
Egyptians were Ottomans and that 
they would not lose out on their 
Ottoman nationality. What is more, it 
ignored the non-applicability of law 
retroactively in general and in cases 
of international law. The Khedive’s 
lawyers retorted that the Sultan’s 
firman of Abbas in 1892 defined him 
as his vizier—meaning he was an 
Ottoman subject. To borrow from the 
Khedive’s lawyers, “it is necessary to 
come to an agreement as to what is 
meant by the word:

indigénat…we absolutely contest 
the analogy between Federal 
States, or dominions of the British 
Empire, on the one hand, and 
Egypt, simply a privileged province 

of the old Ottoman Empire, on the 
other…the King of Bavaria did 
not administer the country in the 
name of the Emperor of Germany, 
whereas the Khedive administered 
Egypt in the name of the Sultan.104 

Citing a December 23rd 1923 case 
between the Romano-Hungarian 
mixed tribunal, the lawyers argued 
that there was international 
precedent through case-law for the 
regaining of sequestered property 
based on violations of the Treaty 
of Trianon (1921). Objecting to the 
British memorandum submitted to 
the Mixed Turco-Anglais Arbitral 
Tribunal, the Khedive showed that 
as a question of international law, 
subjects of different nations party to 
international treaties had a right to 
sue regarding sequestered property. 
The tribunal rejected the claim 
arguing that it was not competent 
to rule on matters that concerned 
Egyptian subjects—the Khedive, 
for the tribunal, was Egyptian not 
Ottoman.105 

Rather than focus on nationality, this 
episode shows us that British lawfare 
functioned more via exception 
rather than adhering to law. Ignoring 
Ottoman vakf jurisprudence, and the 
fact that the Khedive’s endowments 
were not his property rather he was 
its benefactor, served to enshrine 
British juridical norms in a fiat way. 
Thus, Hanley’s incisive legal history 
of nationality offers many cases of 
how protection to certain nationals 
in colonial nineteenth-century 
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Alexandria could be used. The Khedive’s example, however, requires us to 
pause and think differently, it involves the forcible application of a nationality 
on a subject who had another. In this way, it requires that we take into account 
that even when the Khedive’s lawyers could furnish precedents, and examples 
to laws that were put in place before nationality, these were ignored. 

Instead, the British relied on the fiat nature of the law to have their way. 
These included a number of important precedents in this case Ottoman tabiyet 
law of 1869,106 vizierial correspondence showing the Khedive was Ottoman, 
imperial firmans confirming said correspondence, the minutes to the treaty of 
Lausanne and articles from the treaty confirming that claims to sequestered 
property would be released.107 Taking British law too seriously—and relying on 
state archives of law and diplomatic correspondence in general—forces one to 
ignore the fiat nature of colonial law and exceptional nature of colonialism. 
As a corollary, it means that one takes law seriously when the British 
themselves didn’t and only applied it when it suited them. Private archives 
and confidential legal memorandums on the other hand—especially in the 
face of the inexistence of documents of the Mixed British-Turkish Tribunal—
underscore the fiat nature of British lawfare.

The lawyers of the Khedive knew that the British had little legal grounds to 
stand on and put in their memorandum. In their memorandum, they left an 
important lesson to future politicians and historians regarding the so-called 
‘first’ constitution of Egypt written as a fruit of 1919:

will only say that the Egyptian Constitution was framed by the executive 
power alone, that the Parliament was not consulted by the executive 
power alone, that the Parliament was not consulted when it was drawn up, 
and that the signatories of this constitution were, amongst others, King 
Fuad who profited by the liquidation, and the Minister of Wakfs, whose 
Administration is a beneficiary thereby.108 

Viewed through the lens of decolonization, the 1922 constitution, and the 
convocation of a parliament that rubber-stamped prior jurisprudence of the 
British, would thus seem to present a paradox. Egyptians could now legislate 
their own law in 1923—even though it was lobbied by the British Judicial 
Advisor. But the provisions and substance of said law violated the major 
principles of jurisprudence. These included the non-retroactive application of 
a law, the creation of supra-constitutional principles that targeted individuals, 
flagrant disregard for international treaties, non-recognition of foreign 
nationals’ property or judicial standing, non-indemnification of individuals in 
the case of seizure of property and of vakf Sharī‘a jurisprudence.



Lawfire in Action
As different property began to be 
sequestered in Egypt, a voluminous 
multi-lingual correspondence was 
generated. It was within this context 
that the Khedive’s endowments were 
sequestered and that this document 
was forwarded.109

It passed through Egyptian lawyers, 
Ottoman secretaries, jurist, judges 
and Dutch, British, Ottoman and 
Egyptian diplomats from Cairo to 
Istanbul. Each signature, annotation, 
stamp and marking in a different 
color shows a palimpsest of 
sovereignty. But why had the Khedive 
not had this in his possession in the 
first place to avoid all of this hassle of 
its reproduction and dispatch across 
enemy lines?

When it came time to retrieve this 
document and duplicate it a problem 
appeared: The original was apparently 
burned in a fire a year prior. As a 
remedy, the police searched for the 
kazı, ‘Uthmān Nurī, and scribe of the 
Beykoz Mehkeme Şeriye who issued 
it in order to testify that he indeed 
issued such a document and to issue 
it anew.110 

As it turned out, ‘Uthmān Nurī was 
the key to solving the Khedive’s 
troubles and reconstructing the 
destroyed document to maintain his 
claims over his property. Later in 
1920, unidentified Egyptian officials 
from the Finance or Waqf Ministry 
went to Istanbul to get authenticated 
copies attesting to the void nature, 

batil, of the Khedive’s endowments. 
According to the Khedive, they 
offered officials at the Beykoz court 
forty-thousand pounds sterling to 
make sure the papers were ‘lost’, 
a sizeable sum today that would 
have amounted to more than £2.5 
million sterling.111 We are told from 
a confidential dispatch that their 
efforts failed but it would appear 
that, acting a year after the fire and 
a month before his dethronement, 
the Khedive knew what was coming. 
Ottoman sovereignty, backed by 
centuries of Sharī‘a jurisprudence, 
in this case, was the bulwark against 
British wartime-sequestration that 
saved him.112 To appreciate this 
sovereign move that the Khedive 
deployed by imbuing his endowments 
with an Ottoman layer of power, we 
have to go back in time to understand 
how the occupation chocked evkaf of 
this recourse.113 

Prior to that, the awqāf administration 
had been the question of a long-drawn-
out court case in which it demanded 
the credit that it gave the government 
back. In other words, as of 1880 and 
beyond, the Law of Liquidation—set 
up by the international committee 
to investigate Egypt’s finances as 
Malak Labib has shown—functioned 
to usurp state resources after the 
Waqf Ministry was downgraded into 
a bureau.114 

According to an undated and 
confidential memorandum from the 
Waqf Administration’s department 
of litigation there was another 
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reason for making it a body without a cabinet.115 With an outstanding debt of 
roughly 19,040, 682 L.E. seized from the bureau, the revenue of endowment 
was in shortfall. Ever since the Caisse de la Dette Publique began to draw on 
waqf surpluses, it treated these endowments as a bank. Under the Khedive, 
attempts were made to prevent borrowing from the Waqf Bureau but to no 
avail.116 When the Waqf Administration sued before the Cairo Court and lost, 
it managed to appeal and began to negotiate with the finance minister. 

With a copy of this undated and confidential memorandum containing the 
Finance Minister’s dismissive reply, it is not hard to figure out who lay behind 
it. As a memorandum found in the Khedive’s Family Papers, as opposed to the 
waqf files, it speaks to the personal involvement of Abbas Hilmi II. 

For Cromer, this was an example of the personal corruption of the Khedive, 
pointing to the need to sequester these endowments, on account of them 
being used to fund Axis activity through German infiltrators in Egypt.117 No 
doubt such vast amounts of revenue generated by these endowments, 110,150 
L.E. in 1907, caused alarm in British circles.118 Nevertheless, such allegations of 
corruption and Axis funding stuck. As Cromer put it, the waqf administration 
was taken by the Khedive “into his own hands.”119 

There was certainly some merit to Cromer’s observation. When Abbas Hilmi 
II was removed, Sultan Husayn Kamel was initially recalcitrant in becoming 
ruler—and for good reason. Abbas Hilmi II had deprived Sultan Husayn from 
running his father’s waqf—Khedive Ismail’s waqf—by eliciting a court ruling 
from the Mahkama Shar‘iyya mandating it be run by the Khedive. When Sultan 
Husyan Kamel turned to the British they said there was little they could do.120 

Other examples point to Husayn Kamel suing members of the royal family—
Princess Jamila and daughter of Khedive Ismail—because he was removed as 
intendant.121 Now that Husayn was Sultan, he remembered how the British 
had neglected to help him. 

These examples show that the waqf was a mediator of battles over sovereignty. 
It serves as a litmus test to see where the British intervened in ruling Egypt 
and what areas they left alone. Under the British, the waqf was a bastion of 
what has been called ‘native rule’ which Cromer seldom touched, even though 
it represented a thorn in the back of the British. Numerous Egyptians warned 
the British, especially Lord Milner in 1922, not to touch the administration.122 

When the Khedive was removed, the British sequestered his overseas 
endowments and handed them over to the Greeks—specifically the island 
of Thasous and later Mehmet Ali’s hometown of Kavala in 1914.123 What 
better way to understand the different regimes than treat the history of these 



endowments as part of the history 
sovereignty? 

The Khedive’s control of 
endowments, however, was not out 
of corruption, but to shore up an 
institution that touched the lives 
of many subjects and which could 
be a tool to decolonize. It was a 
peculiar and genius way to found 
what would later become Cairo 
University through an annual cash 
endowment of 5,000 L.E which by 
1908, the year of inauguration, 
reached 20,000 L.E.124 The Khedive 
monitored its performance, 
making sure that someone from his 
household headed it and succeeded 
it after the resignation of Prince 
Fu’ad such as Prince Youssef 
Kamal.125 He wanted to make sure 
that it was beyond the clutches of 
the British.126 

Yet this was easier said than done. 
The British made it conditional 
that all endowments—including 
the Egyptian University—be 
subject to their inspection through 
a muraqqib—an accountant—
just like the one we saw earlier; 
George Talamas.127 Such threats 
were not empty-handed, indeed, 
the waqf authority sued the 
Khedive’s confidant and secretary 
of his endowments in 1915, Shafiq 
Bāshā. It claimed that he withdrew 
8,706 L.E from the bank account 
of these endowments without 
authorization and put them in his 
own private account in Rome for 
the Khedive to withdraw.128 It was 
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none other than George Talamas, the accountant-general of Idārat ‘Umūm al-
Muhāsaba, that the court summoned to audit the accounts of the Khedive’s 
Sultanic Waqf Department Diwān al-Awqāf al-Khusūsiyya.129 What the British 
could not control through the law, or force, they sent in their accountants to 
do by auditing.

Coda: 1924
By way of conclusion, I’d like to reflect on the Khedive’s legacy by conveying 
two anecdotes that encapsulate what it is that the Khedive was up against, and 
how his legacy of decolonization lives on much later than he did. Endowments 
are curious creations, they are life-long bequeathed devices that allow for 
alienated property to outlive their founder. As an endowed corporation, 
the Egyptian University stands as one of the few legacies that outlived the 
Khedive himself, precisely because of its reliance on this kind of supported 
and autonomous structure of the waqf.130 Much like the Egyptian University, 
Abbas Hilmi too has a legacy that lives on and animates Egyptian politics.

But it is difficult to see this legacy amid the different smokescreens and 
historiographical takes on the Khedive’s years. Such a thing, to my mind, is 
by design. In retirement, Cromer still felt the need to have the final say and 
settle old scores.131 In addition to his magnum opus Modern Egypt, Cromer 
authored a less-known book on his archnemesis and titled it: Abbas Hilmi II. 
In it he detailed how grandiose the Khedive was and how he was led astray by 
some until his removal which, otherwise, had he “cast a prudent veil over his 
extreme Anglophobia, he would have remained Khedive of Egypt till the day 
of his death.”132 
 
In response, a large pro-monarchy historiographical body exists that attempts 
to reclaim any and all vestiges of the monarchy. Rather predictably though 
unintentionally, this led to the rise of a counter-current after 1952 of 
‘nationalist’ and ‘republican’ historians who discarded the monarchy’s years 
as an example of opulent pro-British decadence.133 

However, it is possible to untangle this binary and see the merits of a 
nationalist take on the Abbas Hilmi II years through the lens of decolonization, 
especially if one looks at his legacy in 1924. When the Sirdar of the Egyptian 
Army Lee Stack was assassinated by nationalists, Whitehall demanded a set 
of reparations. First, Egyptians paid an indemnity of half a million-pound 
sterling. Second, Prime Minister Saad Zaghlul offered the resignation of his 
cabinet along with an apology. Third, Egypt’s share of its water supply was 
diminished. Yet one more striking demand raised the specter of Fashoda 
once more: Egyptian soldiers in Sudan were ordered to leave. Many officers 



refused because it was a near repeat 
of Fashoda, when the British army 
purported to use Egyptian soldiers 
but in fact seconded them to British 
officers.134 

A fiery parliamentary session with 
Prime Minister Saad Zaghloul saw 
many members enumerate what 
Egypt had spent on the Sudan. Hanafī 
Nājī Bey claimed that Egypt spent 
a hundred million pounds since 
Mehmet Ali while the British spent 13 
million pounds, which was mostly on 
agricultural projects that benefited 
its “colonial companies.”135

While Parliament issued a statement 
calling for the independence of Egypt 
and the Sudan—with or without 
British negotiations—and renewed 
its support of Prime Minister 
Zaghloul, it saw that the way to tackle 
this head on was to enumerate the 
money that it was forced to spend 
since the Mahdi revolt that amounted 
twenty-six million in addition to 
annual sum of two million pounds.136 

Closing off access to these funds, and 
redirecting the budget, would prove 
an important step at decolonization. 
While Zaghloul may have admitted 
that “yes our arms were twisted to 
secede a part of it and to withdraw,” 
referencing the Sudan, “yes are weak, 
na‘am innanā du‘afā’,”137 he implored 
Parliament to back his position and 
to press on enumerating British ills 
against Egypt and the Sudan—to hold 
them accountable. 

When things died down in the 1920-
30s, a new generation of army officers 
began to take an interest in politics. 
These officers who—not unlike those 
who wrote to the Khedive and called 
themselves the ‘Free Officers’—
eventually seized power and formed 
a Revolutionary Command Council 
headed by Muhammad Naguib: the 
head of the Free Officers movement 
in 1952, al-dhubāt al-Ahrār, that we 
know today. In his own words the 1924 
evacuation—and its attempt to cut 
Sudan off from Egypt—“served only to 
increase the attachment of Sudan to 
Egypt, and its relationship to Egypt’s 
political movement cannot be hidden, 
wa-lā-yukhfá tā’thurhum bi-haraka 
al-siyāsiyya fī Misr.”138 In this way, to 
understand 1952 we have to go back 
to 1898 and the Khedival years at the 
turn of the twentieth-century.

The second anecdote concerns a 
personal experience. Few would 
disagree that it is the historians’ job 
to dispel fact from fiction, separate 
rumor from truth, and arrive at a 
historical narrative supported by 
sources. This is easier said than 
done when it comes to the Khedive 
because of the many facets and layers 
of sovereignty. Be it Ottoman, British 
and Egyptian sovereignty—these 
different vestiges of sovereignty 
each have their historians that have 
written their own histories—of which 
Cromer can be seen as one of the 
initial voices. So distraught was the 
Khedive by Cromer that he regularly 
followed his annual reports, which 
were serialized by al-Muqattam.139 
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As a counter-measure, the Khedive collected and perhaps patronized certain 
authors to respond to these reports, authoring newspaper articles and books, 
while sending the Khedive their drafts.140 For a man who counted the number 
of birds at the Giza Zoo, the Khedive’s authors were livid that Cromer failed to 
say a word about the Egyptian Army and, to no surprise, Fashoda.141 All in all, 
it may seem that there was a fictional conspiracy from the get-go to combat 
the Khedive, with all the forms of British control—financial and otherwise 
legal—made available to Cromer to combat his nemesis. 

At its height, this form of surveillance and fight against the Khedive resulted 
in family conflict, with the Khedive’s brother—Prince Muhammad Ali Tewfiq—
telling his brother that while in exile his knowledge of Egypt deteriorated and 
he became paranoid. “[N]o one is spying on you,” he assured him. Except there 
was. Not only was his former privy secretary Youssef Siddiq a British agent, 
but the British kept tabs and followed the Khedive in Switzerland.142 

But there are times when fact and fiction intertwin. Take Somerset Maugham’s 
hit-novel serialized by the BBC into the hit TV show Ashenden. Much to my 
surprise, I found that Ashenden, the protagonist of the novel dispatched to 
Switzerland to spy on behalf the British, met with a certain Muhammad Ali 
who was related to a Khedive. Intrigued by this coincidence, I read on to see 
if there was anything in the novel relevant to what the Abbas Hilmi II papers 
contain. As the spy met the Khedive’s dying British chambermaid, he also had 
an opportunity to converse and talk to Prince Muhammad Ali—whose many 
letters from Switzerland, where Ashenden was dispatched, survive.

I so happened to have been at the same time reading Prince Muhammad Ali’s 
letters. I looked for clues in any his dispatches from France, Switzerland and 
Rome to the Khedive for a haughty English author he may have met. Perhaps 
Somerset Maugham had drawn inspiration for his novel through a curious 
encounter. I even perused some of the finding aids of his private papers housed 
at Yale and the American University in Cairo, only to find none. After a little 
research, I discovered that Maugham was indeed used by the British Security 
Service and sent to Switzerland during the War to report on German activity. 

But what astounded me was a letter from the Khedive’s former secretary, 
Ahmed Shafiq Bāshā, that spoke of a one British doctor by the name of Sir 
Arthur Stanley; brother to the Earl of Derby and head of the British Red Cross. 
Stanley was in Geneva negotiating a prisoner swap which the Khedive was 
brokering between the British and the Ottomans, pointing to the presence of 
British doctors back-channeling with the Ottomans under the cover of the Red 
Cross. Could he have been the inspiration for Somerset Maughaum’s dying 



British chambermaid, or was he the same Stanley dispatched by the Foreign 
Office to Cairo in Maugham’s play Caesar’s Wife?143 

Whether any records show up that tie Maugham to the Khedive, beyond the 
world of fiction in Ashenden and his play Caeser’s Wife, remains to be seen. 
But for the time being, the private papers of Abbas Hilmi II furnish much fact 
that, undoubtedly, will continue to inspire even the most creative of novelists. 
With British designs to conspire against the Khedive documented in the 
Abbas Hilmi II archive, historians will have no trouble writing equally riveting 
accounts of the ruler; one who attempted to decolonize and paid the price  
for it.
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